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There's a Perfect Little Angel in Every Child

2004-12

schweikert shows parents how to guide their children to a bright future

Being a Blue Angel

2022-02-21

in being a blue angel children will meet these heroes in blue see what they do
and how they live be inspired by them and learn how they could one day find
themselves being a blue angel updated with 2022 team members and other changes

My Dozen Angels

2016-02-29

most children have heard or read about angels it is this authors vision to give
each child their own special angel for each month just like snowflakes no two
angels are alike each child can individualize the angel by coloring in their
faces and hair and naming their own angel the angel for each month shares its
own special message children will not only learn the months of the year but
colors too and what activity takes place in each month

Little Angel Friends

2014-12-19

did you know that you have special angel friends thats right they are called
little angel friends they watch over you day and night its their favorite thing
to do little angel friends bring messages of love to share with everyone each
little angel friend has a name and purpose designed to help children make good
choices come lets meet your little angel friends donna buckman holman created
and developed angel characters based on motivating descriptions and spiritual
loving ideas and called them little angel friends she thinks that the
characteristics of and good examples set by little angel friends will inspire
teach and comfort children every child in the world is different and so is each
little angel friend children parents and grandparents can see the redeeming
value that little angel friends can convey

If I Were Your Angel

2020-08-30

in our fast paced world it is easy to forget how much a simple i love you means
to a child this is why the author of this beautifully written and illustrated
masterpiece put together this collection of creative and loving words

An Angel to Watch Over Me

2016-03-26

eight out of ten americans believe in the reality of angels and this story
introduces children to the fact that god has given every man woman and child a
guardian angel to guide them throughout their lives we remember how our
childhood was often enriched by many unseen friends such as christmas elves
tooth fairies and even the easter bunny how much better to foster a belief
among children in someone who is actually real and in a friend that can really
help them throughout their life this story will inspire children that in god s
eyes there is no such thing as an ordinary kid and that each child is unique it
will open a child s mind to the realities and possibilities of what lies beyond
what we can see with our eyes and the unique calling that god has for every one
of us each child needs to know that you don t need to be the brightest or the
strongest to make a difference in this world and that we all have the ability
to get countless souls to heaven through the power of prayer
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The Day an Angel Ran Into My Room

2015-03-02

alessandra is a typical six year old who one day meets an angel in her bedroom
through this encounter the little girl discovers her own power and magical
inner world this is the story of the day an angel ran into my room at bedtime
alessandra asks her mother if she can stay up for only five more minutes then
she gets an unlikely visitor her guardian angel angelisse the angel looks very
much like a child herself making it very easy for alessandra to relate to her
the angel explains to the little girl how important every person is in the
universe how every action causes a reaction the importance of visualization and
many other magical things the story teaches kids that they are never alone
since their guardian angels are always looking out after them and that children
have the power to change their world through their thoughts and actions

Little Angel Friends

2013-11

i am pleased to introduce little angel friends a picture book for young
children or the young at heart little angel friends will provide an
introduction to a few unique multicultural angels with their own personal
characteristics children love angels and my hope is that children will think of
the ones they meet in the book as their own special companions yes their own
little angel friends little angel friends introduces the reader to a range of
angel characters whose honesty wit and charm will inspire children to love them
and other people as much for their differences as for their commonalities every
child in the world is different and so is each character in little angel friend
with their diversity good values and wisdom these angels will enrich the lives
of children and provide great teaching tools for parents children parents and
grandparents will see the redeeming value that little angel friends convey
children and adults will be able to identify with little angel friends as they
will look like children of diverse cultures angels good cheer and compassion
along with their spiritual energy can bring great joy and comfort to children
particularly those who face difficult situations in life too various religions
recognize angels as important spiritual ambassadors and each angel we meet in
this book has a name and purpose designed to help children make good choices i
hope you will share my excitement about little angel friends with your own
family and friends

Everybody Has a Guardian Angel: God Gives Every Child
a Guardian Angel and Joins Them Together with One
Heart.

2019-02-17

this book is about introducing a child to god guardian angels and believing in
what you can t see a gift of peace and love that only comes with faith

Wings & Whispers

2018-07-21

angels are messengers meet eighteen new angels each with a delightful message
for children ages 7 through 10 but surely to be enjoyed by young and old this
intergenerational book contains the artwork of senior citizens each angel has
been handpainted for this book from a senior to empower children and build self
esteem

A Wingless Angel

2017-04-24

today s special price 11 99 from 16 99 this book a wingless angel is a touching
tale of a small angel kid who was born without wings there are good lessons we
can derive from the story we learn that even if an angel does not have wings
the angel can still do not only good but also great things helping others the
book teaches kids that you do not need to born as an angel to make something
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good for people animals and nature this image of an angel with no wings is
symbolic of the idea that we do not need to conform to stereotypes for someone
to be good you do not need special wings or anything else to be a nice person a
lot of lessons can be imparted and learned young readers and listeners will
benefit from this book i highly recommend parents teachers and guardians to buy
this book and share the important message in this nicely written children s
story to the young ones the next step is to read this story about the wingless
angel to as many children as possible alternatively young readers can also read
this story themselves and learn about good values to do all these things you
need this book here is a preview of what you ll learn do good things for
everyone a fascinating story for our young generation no need to accept
stereotypes to be good a lot of lessons can be imported and learned and much
much more take action now and get this kindle book for only 5 99

For Every Dog an Angel

2004

a magical book celebrating the timeless connection between people and their
forever dogs

Chicken Soup for the Soul Christmas Treasury for Kids

2012-10-30

chicken soup for the soul christmas treasury for kids is an inspirational
collection of 25 stories mostly written by kids themselves about christmas
memories loving others giving traditions and miracles

Birth of an Angel

2017-12-05

every time a child is born they are blessed with certain gifts each birth is
the creation of a new little angel and each little angel is special this
heartwarming story of love and devotion shows just how special these births
truly are

The Care and Feeding of Indigo Children

2001-05-29

indigo children are bright intuitive strong willed and sometimes self
destructive individuals they are often labeled and misdiagnosed as having add
or adhd because they won t comply with established rules and patterns and they
may exhibit behavioral problems at home and at school in the care and feeding
of indigo children doreen virtue ph d explores the psyche of these special kids
and offers alternative solutions to ritalin based on her extensive research and
interviews with child care experts teachers parents and the indigo children
themselves read the accounts of these remarkable children as they explain why
they act out are aggressive or withdrawn and what they want from the adults in
their lives you ll also be fascinated by the psychic experiences that these
kids have had in their lives so far this is a groundbreaking book that can
positively affect the ways in which you interact with your child altering the
shape of their future in miraculous ways

Awesome Bible Verses Every Kid Should Know

2013-03-01

now children ages 7 to 12 can enjoy the bible s most important passages in a
fun and engaging format youngsters will love its cartoon like art open layout
and kid friendly language each two page spread features a verse set in an
appealing bible graphic a brief accessible explanation and application of the
passage open ended questions adults can use to help kids talk about their faith
this easy to use tool will help parents sunday school teachers and other
christian workers sow the seeds of scripture deeply into children s hearts
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Spending Every Day With Jesus

2013-11-05

rich spiritual guidance is offered in the form of practical daily devotionals
written by a mother to bless and guide the lives of her children her advice and
insights are built on the simple truths of scripture applied to practical
living based on what this mother has learned in her own walk with god her
insights will bless encourage and challenge her readers bobbie valentine former
executive producer of the focus on the family radio broadcast coauthor with
sandra aldrich of the book heartprints begin your morning with a word from god
just a simple verse to start your day this little devotional has 366 starts for
the day the simple truth of these verses may challenge you in your walk with
the lord they seek to encourage you to share your faith in jesus with those you
meet people need jesus love for god family friends and all those we meet is
evident from the pages of this devotional love comes from god start your day
with his word

My Dozen Angels

2022-06-07

most children have heard and read about angels it is this author s vision to
give each child a special angel for the month with a bonus angel which reflects
them like snowflakes no two angels are alike each angel can be individualized
by coloring in the hair and naming the angel the angels also serve as reminders
of family and friends who are born in that month the birth stone and flower are
depicted for each month which may encourage children to grow their monthly
flowers to this day i still recite the first stanza of the ukrainian angel
prayer which was the first prayer my mother taught us angel of god guardian of
mine always remain by my side morning evening day and night always guiding and
protecting me all of iryna s books are available in book stores everywhere

An Angel Spoke to Me

2011-02-03

theresa cheung author of the sunday timesbestselling an angel healedme returns
with a brand new collection of astonishing true stories about the many
different ways our guardian angels speak to us and reveal their divine messages
of comfort guidance and inspiration the remarkable and honest accounts in an
angel spoke to meare proof that extraordinary things can and do happen to
ordinary people healing and transforming their lives in the process these
remarkable stories of angelic intervention remind us that there is so much more
to this life than we will ever know from out of nowhere in our troubled world
our angels can send us much needed messages of comfort mercy goodness and love
from the other side

Angels for Kids

2013-11-01

the invisible world of angels is so often overlooked though it has been present
since before the dawn of creation offering attentive service and protection to
humankind based on catholic teaching angels for kids offers proof of the true
existence of angels while dispelling prevalent contemporary myths this
inspiring book will open the eyes and hearts of youth and their families to a
greater awareness of the unseen world as well as provide warm encouragement to
keep company with the incredible angelic friends who unceasingly glorify god
and who have been a significant part of salvation history protecting jesus
throughout his life announcing heaven s plans and guiding and protecting the
faithful a chapter of special prayers to the angels completes the book angels
are our protectors companions and god s messengers in angels for kids donna
marie cooper o boyle shares the important role they play in our lives in
language that is compelling and at the same time accessible for little souls
buy this book for your kids savor some reading time along with them and you ll
be amazed by how much you ll learn too lisa m hendey author of a book of saints
for catholic moms and founder of catholicmom com all children should grow up
knowing the companionship and powerful help of the holy angels all children
should grow up knowing the truth that this book teaches it makes for a happier
more confident life god created the angels to serve us as they glorify him we
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show our gratitude by enjoying their friendship and donna marie tells us how
mike aquilina author angels of god a year with the angels and entertaining
angels what a delightful little book angels for kids is wonderful in its
simplicity and yet profound in its content and impact children of all ages will
greatly benefit from this little catechesis on the angels this book is truly a
gem containing both beautiful prayers and childlike insights and donna marie
cooper o boyle has outdone herself in offering to all god s children this
angelic treasury fr donald calloway mic stl author under the mantle marian
thoughts from a 21st century priest science calls us to believe in the
unseeable black holes in space which cannot ever be seen because they absorb
all light before it can reflect back to an observer they believe in black holes
because of anomalous behavior in space so also christians like jews muslims and
many other religious people around the world and throughout history believe in
angels not only because of anomalous behaviors we experience in life s events
but also because of god s revelation in scripture we do well to introduce
children to these facts along with astronomical facts to prepare them for a
mature spiritual life this book is such an introduction and parents might be
reminded of their own angels as they read with their children fr mitch pacwa s
j angels for kids by donna marie cooper o boyle surveys the whole bible in a
touching way the book reminds its young readers that they are always lovingly
cared for by god and protected from every kind of harm jack wintz

The Angel Chronicles

2013-02-28

in 1973 a child was born okinawa japan was his birthplace however his mother
didnt want him born she wanted him to be born stillborn she claimed she didnt
want him to be born overseas and she almost got her wish as that child had the
umbilical cord wrapped around his neck in the womb the american military doctor
recognized this fact when his mother pushed to get him out of her with every
push his vital signs weakened two weeks prior that doctor had another child
that died because the cord was around its neck as well the doctor knew what to
do this time and that was why seranaphsus came to earth and was born rene
thomas colby on january twenty eighth in nineteen hundred seventy three and it
was in 1973 that eventually an angel was born strong enough to understand
himself for what he was that was the year that an infl uential angelic elder
was born to aeal or earth for her protection and that of the fallen angels as
humans walking around on her surface

Top 100 Best of Moral Stories for Children and Youth:
Help Kids learn to Read & make Excellent Bedtime
Stories! Paperback

2018-01-05

teach your children valuable lessons with these fun and entertaining tales
moral stories for kids are entertaining but don t take this amusing little
anecdotes for granted they re also teaching your child a valuable lesson about
how to be a good and considerate person too if you want to teach your child the
value of compassion respect integrity and responsibility we ve put together a
list of 100 great moral stories to help you get started

Around the Year in Children's Church

2012-08-01

holy days and holidays special times and ordinary time the celebration of the
church year adds spiritual meaning and depth to our lives as christians around
the year in children s church is a resource created to help children understand
and celebrate the entire liturgical year from the first sunday of advent
through kingdomtide around the year in children s church is filled with fifty
two active hands on programs each featuring a simple christian message related
to the season of the church year or a particular holiday a bible verse a story
a prayer a time for sharing a snack and a musical activity a craft or a game
the programs are structured to last from thirty five to forty minutes an
additional activity is included for those who want to extend children s church
to a full hour supplies and set up are kept to a minimum and the easy to use
format makes it just right for today s busy teacher
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Keep Looking Up!

2015-11-10

when i walked into the big spring federal prison camp over thirty years ago i
had no idea that god was going to change everything about my life i had no
burden for inmates i was only going to teach a bible class in prison because i
could not get out of it for six years i drove 120 miles round trip every friday
night for that class the last two years of the six we drove back over on
saturday afternoon after visitation to work with the families it was during
this time that the prison system began to expand at a rapid pace when we
started into the prison in big spring it was the only prison west of fort worth
in the entire state now we have about forty men with vision like don gibson and
emmett solomon were busy putting people and programs in place to meet the
spiritual need of the largest prison system in the free world linda and i were
the greenest of all the volunteers thank god the good ones took us under their
wings and taught us

An Angel Changed my Life

2010-11-01

angel expert theresa cheung is back with a new collection of inspiring true
stories about how our guardian angels can offer help protection and direction
in times of trouble and by so doing transform our lives forever an angel
changed my lifebrings together a fascinating anthology of ordinary people s
extraordinary experiences where angelic intervention has inspired them to turn
their lives around uplifting true life accounts of miraculous healing and
guidance include stories of near death experiences such as the teenager who
found himself unaccountably brought to dry land after almost drowning the
grandmother who discovered superhuman strength when her grandchild faced mortal
danger and the grieving widow who found comfort support and purpose from an
angel presence these stories bring us a much needed tonic in a troubled world
and show us how angels can bring a sense of wonder and gratitude to our lives
and give us a meaning and purpose we never knew we had

I Just Want You to Know

2010-05-04

the 9 8 million viewers of tlc s jon and kate plus eight recognize kate
gosselin as the practical mom of eight who has come into their homes for over
100 episodes of her family s hit reality show in this i just want you to know
ebook kate reveals a grateful and faith filled mother who only wants the best
for her children and is willing to sacrifice to make that happen the story
covers the three years her family lived in their elizabethtown home a period
kate considers one of the happiest of her life in it she discusses the
individuality of eight kids all under the age of six transitioning from the
chaos of caring for infants to the structured days of a home filled with
budding preschoolers as well as her thoughts on communication everyday miracles
and providing a safe home during that time kate discusses her family s unique
challenges from daily schedules to traveling her need for control to learning
how to be flexible the individuality of all eight kids how god provided every
day and her faith that held it all together

An Angel's View

2012-10

throughout the ages and stages of american history grandmothers have been the
guardians of the generations the dispensers of wisdom the instillers of pride
and dignity the conveyors of important religious values the financial and
emotional supporters of the family during times of need and the promoters of
cultural standards and traditions from maya angelou to martin luther king jr to
oprah winfrey the success of many african americans can be traced back to the
love and support of a grandmother author reginald e hicks is no exception for
hicks an angel s view began as a labor of love to chronicle the life of his own
beloved grandmother from her birth on the family farm in rural new kent county
virginia in 1923 through her personal social and political trials and
tribulations to her quickly approaching eighty ninth birthday however his
humble commemoration eventually blossomed into an emotional story of love
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betrayal triumph and tragedy embedded in a riveting and dynamic southern
history through this exceptional work hicks makes a unique and valuable
contribution to his family and to the world of black literature

An Angel's Struggle

2001-08-27

an angel a soul entered into the depths of hell forced to doubt the presence of
hope for the future prohibited from being with whom they hold dear their love
is challenged throughout eternity their success lies in the peace heaven offers

Children of the Damned

2009-12-29

paul jameson a newly hired high school guidance counselor and his daughter
monica moved to west highland georgia the suburb of atlanta was held in the
grip of three teens who called themselves the evil trinity the evil trinity
seemingly possessed psychic and paranormal powers that allowed them to find out
personal things bad things that people wanted no one to know including a
shameful event three adults covered up can paul discover the secret before it
costs him his life and the life of his daughter

Growing Happy Kids

2012-04-03

offers a parenting plan based on buddhist training to raise inwardly strong
children and the connection between inner confidence and lasting happiness

Angel Nightingale

2016-04-26

the inspiring story of an iranian woman who experienced many challenges living
in iran she lost her father to a sudden heart attack at age thirteen she was a
victim of the iranian government brutality she was captured tortured and beat
into a coma at the age of nineteen she experienced eight years of war and the
death of her younger brother in a sudden car accident two months prior to
leaving iran when she arrived in america her marriage of ten years suddenly and
unexpectedly fell apart she was left alone with two young children no money no
family or friends and didn t even speak english although soodabeh managed to go
back to school again to become a registered nurse in america she never felt
content to alleviate the emotional and physical pain she devoted her time and
energy searching for answers and found peace and comfort by connecting with the
angelic realm her journey of healing and working with the angels started when
she had a vision of her brother s death the day he suddenly died although she
didn t understand the vision at first she soon realized that it was the
beginning of a fulfilling journey she discovered her gift mission and soul s
purpose as a spiritual coach and healer soodabeh began to use the healing power
of the angels to help her patients overcome their health issues in this book
soodabeh shares her heart warming stories of faith courage and healing from her
personal life and nursing career the stories of healing with angels

Amazing Questions Kids Ask about Heaven and Angels

2006-01-04

kids ask the most amazing questions about god and they want answers be prepared
to handle questions such as is there a mcdonald s in heaven what do angels
really look like did eve have a belly button the amazing questions kids ask
series arms parents with thoughtful answers to questions kids ask about god
heaven and the bible written in kid friendly language each book contains fun
illustrations and handy verse references a must have reference tool for every
parent and sunday school teacher
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Our Better Angels

2019-10-08

inspiring and insightful our better angels seven simple virtues that will
change your life and the world celebrates the shared principles that unite and
enable us to overcome life s challenges together when the waters rise so do our
better angels president jimmy carter jonathan reckford the ceo of habitat for
humanity has seen time and again the powerful benefits that arise when people
from all walks of life work together to help one another in this uplifting book
he shares true stories of people involved with habitat as volunteers and future
homeowners who embody seven timeless virtues kindness community empowerment joy
respect generosity and service and shows how we can all practice these to
improve the quality of our own lives as well as those around us a vietnam
veteran finds peace where he was once engaged in war an impoverished single
mother offers her family s time and energy to enrich their neighbors lives a
zambian family of nine living in a makeshift tent makes room to shelter even
more a teenager grieving for his mother honors her love and memory by ensuring
other people have a place to call home a former president of the united states
leads by example with a determined work ethic that motivates everyone around
him to be the best version of themselves these stories and many others
illustrate how virtues become values how cooperation becomes connection and how
even the smallest act of compassion can encourage actions that transform the
world around us here are tales that will make readers laugh and cry and embrace
with passion the calling of our better angels to change the way we take care of
ourselves our families our communities and the world

The Search for Sooner Silver

2007

we live in a time when believing in anything or nothing is considered equally
truthful many people don t identify with a specific religion preferring to
think of themselves as spiritual to avoid seeming intolerant of other beliefs
this has led to some squishy ideas about right and wrong as well as false
teachings infiltrating our churches more than ever we must stand firm on the
clear teaching of god s word in what every christian should know dr robert
jeffress equips you to understand ten core doctrines of christianity so you can
be confident that your faith is built on solid ground and stand strong against
false teaching each chapter illuminates a core belief of the christian faith
such as god s word the trinity angels and demons sin salvation future things
and more nothing is more hopeful and beneficial in our trying times than good
theology with vivid illustrations clear explanations and practical applications
for believers today this book will help you ground your faith in capital t
truth

What Every Christian Should Know

2023-01-03

even a rebel can make a miracle the man in her future angel wannabe zach dawson
had one last job to do on earth find caroline north a man to father her child
for the child she was to bear was destined for greatness and the man who would
love caroline needed to be someone very special certainly not a rugged bad boy
looking for a shot at heaven the father of her child then zach did the
unthinkable he took caroline in his arms and made love to her like no mortal
man could now he was forced to tell her that he was not the man fated to love
her forever but how could he since caroline was with child his child

Angel's Child

2011-07-15

welcome to the gratitude journal angel for kids every child should have this
unique and unique notebook a phenomenal hit the notebook includes a special
composition for each day quality materials up to 150 pages ideal size
dimensions 6x9 a wonderful cover perfect for a gift for every occasion
satisfaction guarantee if you don t love it for any quality reason just return
it and we ll send you a refund customers satisfaction is our greatest pursuit
and high quality is always our goal take advantage of the premiere price scroll
up and click buy now and be grateful for every day
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Gratitude Journal Angel for Kids

2021-09-13

tyler carter is a healthy eating gym owner who doesn t bake when his employees
enter him into a bake off contest to raise money for harry s house an after
school space for kids commemorating local first responder harry monroe he needs
to learn fast shy special needs teacher stacey allman loves to bake and often
dreams of sharing her confections with her uber fit gorgeous neighbor so when
tyler sets off his smoke alarm and explains his dilemma she can t resist the
temptation of playing pastry chef tutor he offers boxing lessons in exchange
more time together yes please but when tyler s ex comes back to marietta asking
for his help will it derail stacey and tyler s chance at love or will it make
them see that they re the perfect fit

A Spoonful of Sugar

2017-02-14

brilliant ex cop jimmy griffin is called out of retirement by a savage case of
double murder a homicidal high school student has vanished after brutally
slaying his father and sister but not before videotaping their deaths and
uploading his grisly home movie on the internet all in an apparent attempt to
provoke an online preacher called the angel now lured into the blood soaked web
of two diabolical strangers griffin moves closer to the terrifying truth that
the most shocking crime of all is yet to come

The Angel's Crime

2017-10-09

the dangerous rise of therapeutic education confronts the silent ascendancy of
a therapeutic ethos across the educational system and into the workplace
controversial and compelling kathryn ecclestone and dennis hayes classic text
uses a wealth of examples across the education system from primary schools to
university and the workplace to show how therapeutic education is turning
children young people and adults into anxious and self preoccupied individuals
rather than aspiring optimistic and resilient learners who want to know
everything about the world remaining extremely topical the chapters illuminate
the powerful effects of therapeutic education including how therapeutic
learning is taking shape now and in the future how therapeutic ideas from
popular culture have come to govern social thought and policies how the
fostering of dependence and compulsory participation in therapeutic activities
that encourage the disclosing of emotions can undermine parents and teachers
confidence and authority how therapeutic forms of teacher training undermine
faith in the pursuit of knowledge how political initiatives in emotional
literacy emotional wellbeing and positive mental health propagate a diminished
view of human potential throughout the education system and the workplace the
dangerous rise of therapeutic education is an eye opening read for every
teacher and leader across the field of education and every parent and student
who is passionate about the power of knowledge to transform people s lives it
is a call for a debate about the growing impact of therapeutic education and
what it means for learning now and in the future

The Dangerous Rise of Therapeutic Education

2019-02-01
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